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A NOTE ON FINITELY GENERATED IDEALS
WHICH ARE LOCALLY PRINCIPAL

james w. brewer and edgar a. rutter

Abstract. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1^0 and

let A be a nonzero ideal of R. A problem of current interest is to

relate the notions of "projective ideal", "flat ideal" and "multipli-

cation ideal". In this note we prove two results which show that the

maximal ideals containing the annihilator of A can play an impor-

tant role in determining the relationship between these concepts. As a

consequence we are able to prove that a finitely generated multi-

plication ideal in a semi-quasi-local ring is principal, that a finitely

generated flat ideal having only a finite number of minimal prime

divisors is projective and that for Noetherian rings or semihereditary

rings, finitely generated multiplication ideals with zero annihilator

are invertible.

Our notation is essentially that of [4]. In particular, an ideal A of R is

said to be a multiplication ideal if whenever B is an ideal of R with Be A,

there exists an ideal C of R such that B=A C. There is one deviation from

the notation of [4] and that is that we shall denote by A x the annihilator

of an ideal A.

Theorem 1. Let A be a finitely generated multiplication ideal of R.

If AL is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals, then A is principal.

Proof. Let Mt, • • • , Mn be the maximal ideals of R containing AL.

For i between 1 and n, if ~Y\nj=x.j+iMjA'=^MiA, then MiARMp.

(II£=i;i#i M}A)RM =ARMi. Since ARM. is finitely generated and since

MtRM. is the Jacobson radical of RM., it follows from the Nakayama

Lemma that ARM. = (0). Thus, ALRM={ARM)L=RM., which contra-

dicts the fact that AL<=^Mi. Therefore, for Igign, there exists a4e

(n*»i;*#<MJ^)VM- Puta=2?=1a<. Then aeA\AMi, lg/gj». Since A
is a multiplication ideal, aR=A(aR:A) and therefore to complete the

proof it suffices to see that aR:A=R. Let M be a maximal ideal of R.

If M^{MJJLi, then M$ A x and consequently M does not contain (aR: A).

If Me{Mi}?=i, then we also have that M^(aR:A) since a$AM.
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It is known that an invertible ideal in a semi-quasi-local integral domain

must be principal and Smith in [5, p. 1058] proves that a finitely generated

multiplication ideal in a quasi-local ring is principal. Theorem 1 yields the

following obvious generalization of these facts.

Corollary 1. A finitely generated ideal in a semi-quasi-local ring is a

multiplication ideal if and only if it is a principal ideal.

We remark that since a finitely generated ideal is a multiplication ideal

if and only if it is locally principal, it follows from [5, p. 1058] and Corol-

lary 1 that a finitely generated flat ideal in a semi-quasi-local ring must be

principal.

We remark also that Smith erroneously asserts in [5, Proposition A] that

a finitely generated multiplication ideal whose annihilator is contained in

the Jacobson radical must be flat. That this assertion is false may be seen

easily since it fails to hold in any special primary ring, for example Z/4Z.

However, one sees easily from Smith's results that if the annihilator of a

finitely generated flat ideal is contained in the Jacobson radical, then the

annihilator is (0). Moreover, a finitely generated multiplication ideal with

annihilator (0) must be projective. In fact, such ideals are precisely the

finitely generated ideals which are locally invertible. As Exercise 12 of

[1, p. 179] shows, such an ideal need not be invertible and therefore, it is

natural to ask for what rings such ideals are always invertible. We now

show that the class of rings for which this is true is quite large. The follow-

ing result is in the spirit of Endo [2, p. 287].

Proposition 1. Let R be a ring and suppose that S is a multiplicatively

closed subset ofR consisting entirely of regular elements. If finitely generated

locally invertible ideals of Rs are invertible, then the same is true for R.

Proof. If A is a finitely generated locally invertible ideal of R, then A

is a multiplication ideal and A]- = (0). It follows that ARS is a finitely

generated multiplication ideal of Rs and that (ARS)L = (AL)Rs=(0). By

hypothesis, ARS is invertible and therefore contains a regular element ajs,

aeA, seS. Thus, a is a regular element of R contained in A and since A is

a multiplication ideal of R, there exists an ideal B of R such that aR = AB.

It follows that A is invertible.

Corollary 2. If R is Noetherian or semihereditary, then finitely

generated locally invertible ideals of R are invertible.

Proof. If R is Noetherian, then the total quotient ring of R is semi-

quasi-local. Apply Corollary 1 and Proposition 1.

If R is semihereditary, then by [3, p. 113], the total quotient ring of R is

a von Neumann regular ring. But a finitely generated ideal in a von
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Neumann regular ring is principal, generated by an idempotent. Thus, in

such a ring the only finitely generated locally invertible ideal is the ring

itself. The result follows from Proposition 1.

We observe that our proof of the first part of Corollary 2 works in case

R is a ring with few zero-divisors—that is, a ring whose total quotient

ring is semi-quasi-local. Also, we need only assume that R is quasi-

regular—that is, a ring whose total quotient ring is a von Neumann regular

ring—for the second part of our argument to apply.

Lemma 1. Let A be an ideal of R and assume that for each maximal

ideal M of R with M^A, ARM=(0). Suppose further that there exists a

finite number of prime ideals Pu • • • , Pnof R such that each maximal ideal

M of R which contains A -1 contains some P}. Then A is principal generated by

an idempotent.

Proof. Suppose that A<=, f)i=i Pi and let M be a maximal ideal of R.

If A^M, then ARM=RM and thus, (0)^A±RM^ (ARM)-L = (0). There-

fore, A1^M and M contains P} for some j. But F32 C)i=iPi^A. Thus,

A^J, the Jacobson radical of R and A = (0). Now assume that the

notation is such that ^9fl'=i^i and that ^$Fr+1, • • • ,Pn, r<n. For

r+\ gign, A+P—R; for suppose that there exists a maximal ideal Af of

R with M^A+Pf. Then ARM=(G), and since A^P0 there exists aeA\Pi.

Thus, we can find seR\M such that sa=0eP{. This contradiction shows

that A + (ni=r+i Pi) = R and so we can choose aeA^sCi^^Pf such that

a+q=\. If M is a maximal ideal of R and if M^A, then (0)cafi1fc

ARM=(0). If M^A, then as argued previously, M2^1 and therefore

contains Pi for some j between r+l and n. Thus, a$M and RM^ARM^

aRM=RM. It follows that aR=A, but we also have that ARM= (ARMfl=

A2RM. Therefore, A is a finitely generated idempotent ideal and conse-

quently is generated by an idempotent.

We are now able to easily extend Theorem 3.3 of [6].

Theorem 2. Let A be a finitely generated flat ideal of R. If A has only a

finite number of minimal prime divisors, then A is projective.

Proof. Let F1; • • • , Pn be the minimal prime divisors of A. Since A is

a finitely generated flat ideal, by [5, p. 1059], A-LRyi=(ARM)1 = (0) or

Rw for each maximal ideal M of R. Moreover, A^iA1-)1- and for each

maximal ideal M of R with M2 (A x)1, A/2 y/(A)= fllU Pt. Thus, M^P}
for some j and by Lemma 1, A1 is principal. The result follows from [6,

p. 508].
As an additional consequence of Lemma 1, we have the following re-

sult, also in the spirit of [2, p. 287].
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Theorem 3. If the Jacobson radical of R contains a finite intersection of

prime ideals, then finitely generated flat R-modules are projective.

Proof. Let Pu • ■ • ,Pn be prime ideals of R with f)i=iPi^J, the

Jacobson radical of R. By [6, p. 508], it suffices to prove that cyclic flat

.R-modules are projective. Thus, let R\A be such an Ä-module where A is

an ideal of R. If M is a maximal ideal of R, then the sequence 0^>-ARM—>-

Rm-^(RI/L)®r.Rm-*Q is exact and by [1, p. 167], (RjA)®RRM is a pro-

jective iRM-module. Thus, ARM is principal generated by an idempotent,

that is, ARM=(0) or ARM=RM. Moreover, if M^A1, then M2/2

C\i=1Pi and so for some/. By Lemma 1, A is principal generated

by an idempotent and therefore R\A is projective.
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